
Ghost Lawyer
Someone has to Represent the Dead

#ghostlawyer #BeHyperactive

"Ghost lawyer looks like how it feels 
to be kicked in the crotch by a mule." 
- andrew Parker, Dork Shelf

“like plan 9 for television, but with worse special effects.”
- ariel fisher, sound on sight

"my kidney stone passed more pleasurably 
than my time with ghost lawyer.”
- bob turnbull, row three

"have you heard the one about the lawyer who 
represented ghosts? of course you haven't.”
- will brownridge, Toronto Film Scene

"i actually liked it, but i 
also like hudson hawk.”

- peter kuplowsky, toronto after dark

"who approved this piece of $h!#?”
- adam lopez, toronto after dark

"I had to call an exorcist for my tv set!”
- sean kelly on movies

"the clients aren’t the only thing that is dead 
about this show.”

- richard crouse, metro canada

"shows cancelled in 1986 
seem more up to date.”
- dave voigt, the examiner



Canadian Comedy Award Winning Producers Present 

Ghost Lawyer 
A thirty-minute comedy about a terrible one-hour drama 

November 2nd, 2014 

To Comedy Fans across Canada, 

RE: Power of Attourney  

The critics have spoken – Ghost Lawyer is abysmal! However, we think there’s been some confusion. 

Ghost Lawyer is a show-in-a-show: a hilarious thirty-minute comedy about a terrible one-hour 

courtroom drama. The comedy could be Canada’s 30 Rock. The drama should be looped continuously on 

a TV somewhere in hell. The comedy is written by a couple of real-life Toronto boys: Matt Hodgson and 

Daniel Stolfi. The courtroom drama is written by a fictitious character named Jay Clarke who has the 

unsavoury task of writing a show about a guy who can see dead people and represents them in court. 

The comedy features a wild cast of characters helping to write, act, direct, and produce the one-hour 

drama. Did we mention that the drama features a mother effin’ GHOST LAWYER? 

We’re tired of seeing the same old things on television: all too familiar characters, uninspired situational 

comedies, and vulgarity for the sake of being vulgar. We’re confident that we have something different 

to offer – something Canadians will love – a compelling blend of comedy, mystery, and characters you 

actually care about.  

We may have offended the critics with early footage from the courtroom drama segments of our show, 

to the point where they refuse to even answer our phone calls. We may have the craziest name and 

concept in all of the CBC Comedy Coup. And finally, we may be the underdogs. For all of these reasons 

we want the final decision, our power of attourney, in the right hands.  

Join us, fans, in changing the landscape of Canadian television, one ghastly lawsuit at a time. 

I, _____________________________, agree to vote Ghost Lawyer into the top 15 of the CBC Comedy 

Coup and understand that if I do not, that I am effectively pulling the plug, which could result in a visit 

from a man dressed in a suit, carrying a briefcase, and flanked on either side by legions of the dead. 

Yours Truly,  

Team Ghost Lawyer 

Matt Hodgson   Daniel Stolfi   Jennifer De Lucia 
Creator/Writer  Writer/Actor/Producer Producer/Actor/Publicist 


